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Make a Medallion Friend
 

 
Measurements:  
 

Melon Mambo Card Stock:             8 1/2” x 5 1/2” (score at 4 ¼”) and a small scrap
Whisper White Card Stock:            2 ¾” x 2 ¾”    
Basic Black Card Stock:                 3” x 3” and 1 ¾” x 5 ½”        
Pop of Pink DSP:                             1 ½” x 5 ½”
Script DSP from Neutrals Stack:   1” x 5 ½”        
Silver Metallic Ribbon:                    7 inches

 
Instructions:
 

Using Archival Black ink, stamp the medallion image shown in photo above down the right side
of the card front.  Start by stamping the middle image first and then stamping the other two. 
This will make for easier placement.
Adhere the Pop of Pink DSP strip to the 1 ¾” x 5 ½” Basic Black card stock strip being careful to
center it horizontally.
Next, layer the script patterned DSP from the Neutrals DSP stack on top of the pink piece. 
Center it horizontally as well.
Adhere the silver metallic ribbon to the three layers you’ve just created by placing adhesive on
the back of the Basic Black strip at the top and bottom.
Using a strong adhesive, adhere the stacked piece to the card front as shown above.
Using the same medallion stamp from above and the Archival Black ink, stamp one medallion in
the center of the 2 ¾” x 2 ¾” white card stock square.
Before closing the black ink pad, stamp the “Friend” sentiment onto a scrap of Melon Mambo
card stock and punch it out with the Modern Label Punch.  Set aside.
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Next, using the second medallion stamp and Melon Mambo ink, carefully stamp the image over
the black medallion on the white card stock square.
Adhere the white card stock square to the 3” x 3” Basic Black square.

Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to adhere the “Friend” piece as shown in the photo above.
Adhere the completed medallion piece to the card front as shown.
To finish up, add two Basic Rhinestone Jewels; one on either side of the sentiment.

 
Supplies:
 

Stamp Sets –Make a Medallion (143274 SAB 2017)
Card Stock –Melon Mambo (115320); Whisper White (100730); Basic Black (121045)
Stamp Pads – Archival Black Stampin’ Pad (140931); Melon Mambo (126948)
Misc. – Neutrals Designer Paper Stack (138435); Pop of Pink Specialty Designer Series Paper
(141648); Classic Label Punch (141491); Rhinestone Basic Jewels (119246); 3/8” Metallic Ribbon
Combo Pack (143601 SAB 2017); Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430)
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